
A Multiple Model Cost-Sensitive Approah forIntrusion DetetionWei Fan1, Wenke Lee2, Salvatore J. Stolfo1, and Matthew Miller11 Department of Computer Siene, Columbia University1214 Amsterdam Avenue Room 450New York, NY 10027-7003, USAfwfan, sal, mmillerg�s.olumbia.edu2 Department of Computer Siene, North Carolina State UniversityRaleigh, NC 27695-7550, USAwenke�s.nsu.eduAbstrat. Intrusion detetion systems (IDSs) need to maximize seu-rity while minimizing osts. In this paper, we study the problem ofbuilding ost-sensitive intrusion detetion models to be used for real-time detetion. We briey disuss the major ost fators in IDS, inlud-ing onsequential and operational osts. We propose a multiple modelost-sensitive mahine learning tehnique to produe models that areoptimized for user-de�ned ost metris. Empirial experiments in o�-line analysis show a redution of approximately 97% in operational ostover a single model approah, and a redution of approximately 30% inonsequential ost over a pure auray-based approah.1 IntrodutionIntrusion Detetion (ID) is an important omponent of infrastruture protetionmehanisms. Many intrusion detetion systems (IDSs) are emerging in the mar-ket plae, following researh and development e�orts in the past two deades.They are, however, far from the ideal seurity solutions for ustomers. Invest-ment in IDSs should bring the highest possible bene�t and maximize user-de�nedseurity goals while minimizing osts. This requires ID models to be sensitive toost fators. Currently these ost fators are ignored as unwanted omplexitiesin the development proess of IDSs.We developed a data mining framework for building intrusion detetion mod-els. It uses data mining algorithms to ompute ativity patterns and extrat pre-ditive features, and applies mahine learning algorithms to generate detetionrules [7℄. In this paper, we report the initial results of our urrent researh inextending our data mining framework to build ost-sensitive models for intru-sion detetion. We briey examine the relevant ost fators, models and metrisrelated to IDSs. We propose a multiple model ost-sensitive mahine learningtehnique that an automatially onstrut detetion models optimized for givenost metris. Our models are learned from training data whih was aquiredfrom an environment similar to one in whih a real-time detetion tool may



be deployed. Our data onsists of network onnetion reords proessed fromraw tpdump [5℄ �les using MADAM ID (a system for Mining Audit Data forAutomated Models for Intrusion Detetion) [7℄.The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Setion 2 examines major ostfators related to IDSs and outlines problems inherent in modeling and mea-suring the relationships among these fators. Setion 3 desribes our multiplemodel approah to reduing operational ost and a MetaCost [3℄ proedure forreduing damage ost and response ost. In Setion 4, we evaluate this proposedapproah using the 1998 DARPA Intrusion Detetion Evaluation dataset. Se-tion 5 reviews related work in ost-sensitive learning and disusses extensionsof our approah to other domains and mahine learning algorithms. Setion 6o�ers onlusive remarks and disusses areas of future work.2 Cost Fators, Models, and Metris in IDSs2.1 Cost FatorsThere are three major ost fators involved in the deployment of an IDS. Damageost, DCost, haraterizes the maximum amount of damage inited by an at-tak when intrusion detetion is unavailable or ompletely ine�etive. Responseost, RCost, is the ost to take ation when a potential intrusion is deteted.Consequential ost, CCost, is the total ost aused by a onnetion and inludesDCost and RCost as desribed in detail in Setion 2.2. The operational ost,OpCost, is the ost inherent in running an IDS.2.2 Cost ModelsThe ost model of an IDS formulates the total expeted ost of the IDS. In thispaper, we onsider a simple approah in whih a predition made by a givenmodel will always result in some ation being taken. We examine the umulativeost assoiated with eah of these outomes: false negative (FN), false positive(FP), true positive (TP), true negative (TN), and mislassi�ed hits. These ostsare known as onsequential osts (CCost), and are outlined in Table 1.FN Cost is the ost of not deteting an intrusion. It is therefore de�ned asthe damage ost assoiated with the partiular type of intrusion it, DCost(it).TP Cost is the ost inurred when an intrusion is deteted and some ationis taken. We assume that the IDS ats quikly enough to prevent the damage ofthe deteted intrusion, and therefore only pay RCost(it).FP Cost is the ost inurred when an IDS falsely lassi�es a normal on-netion as intrusive. In this ase, a response will ensue and we therefore payRCost(i), where i is the deteted intrusion.TN Cost is always 0, as we are not penalized for orret normal lassi�ation.Mislassi�ed Hit Cost is the ost inurred when one intrusion is inorretlylassi�ed as a di�erent intrusion { when i is deteted instead of it. We take apessimisti approah that our ation will not prevent the damage of the intrusionat all. Sine this simpli�ed model assumes that we always respond to a preditedintrusion, we also inlude the response ost of the deteted intrusion, RCost(i).



Table 1. Consequential Cost (CCost) MatrixOutome CCost()Miss (FN) DCost(it)False Alarm (FP) RCost(i)Hit (TP) RCost(it)Normal (TN) 0Mislassi�ed Hit RCost(i) + DCost(it): onnetion, it: true lass, i: predited lass2.3 Cost MetrisCost-sensitive models an only be onstruted and evaluated using given ostmetris. Qualitative analysis is applied to measure the relative magnitudes ofthe ost fators, as it is diÆult to redue all fators to a ommon unit ofmeasurement (suh as dollars). We have thus hosen to measure and minimizeCCost and OpCost in two orthogonal dimensions.An intrusion taxonomy must be used to determine the damage and responseost metris whih are used in the formulation of CCost. A more detailed studyof these ost metris an be found in our on-going work [8℄. Our taxonomy isthe same as that used in the DARPA evaluation, and onsists of four typesof intrusions: probing (PRB), denial of servie (DOS), remotely gaining illegalloal aess (R2L), and a user gaining illegal root aess (U2R). All attaks inthe same ategory are assumed to have the same DCost and RCost. The relativesale or metris hosen are shown in Table 2a.Table 2. Cost Metris of Intrusion Classes and Feature CategoriesCategory DCost RCostU2R 100 40R2L 50 40DOS 20 20PRB 2 20normal 0 0(a) Category OpCostLevel 1 1 or 5Level 2 10Level 3 100(b)The operational ost of running an IDS is derived from an analysis of the om-putational ost of omputing the features required for evaluating lassi�ationrules. Based on this omputational ost and the added omplexity of extratingand onstruting preditive features from network audit data, features are ate-gorized into three relative levels. Level 1 features are omputed using at most the�rst three pakets of a onnetion. Level 2 features are omputed in the middle ofor near the end of a onnetion using information of the urrent onnetion only.Level 3 features are omputed using information from all onnetions within agiven time window of the urrent onnetion. Relative magnitudes are assigned



to these features to represent the di�erent omputational osts as measured ina prototype system we have developed using NFR [10℄. These osts are shownin Table 2b. The ost metris hosen inorporate the omputational ost as wellas the availability delay of these features. It is important to note that level 1and level 2 features must be omputed individually. However, beause all level3 features require iteration through the entire set of onnetions in a given timewindow, all level 3 features an be omputed at the same time, in a single iter-ation. This saves operational ost when multiple level 3 features are omputedfor analysis of a given onnetion.3 Cost-Sensitive ModelingIn the previous setion, we disussed the onsequential and operational ostsinvolved in deploying an IDS.We now explain our ost-sensitive mahine learningmethods for reduing these osts.3.1 Reduing Operational CostIn order to redue the operational ost of an IDS, the detetion rules need touse low ost features as often as possible while maintaining a desired auraylevel. Our approah is to build multiple rulesets, eah of whih uses features fromdi�erent ost levels. Low ost rules are always evaluated �rst by the IDS, andhigh ost rules are used only when low ost rules an not predit with suÆientauray. We propose a multiple ruleset approah based on RIPPER, a popularrule indution algorithm [2℄.Before disussing the details of our approah, it is neessary to outline theadvantages and disadvantages of two major forms of rulesets that RIPPERomputes, ordered and un-ordered. An ordered ruleset has the form if rule1then intrusion1 elseif rule2 then intrusion2; : : : ; else normal. To generatean ordered ruleset, RIPPER sorts lass labels aording to their frequeny in thetraining data. The �rst rule lassi�es the most infrequent lass, and the end ofthe ruleset signi�es predition of the most frequent (or default) lass, normal,for all previously unpredited instanes. An ordered ruleset is usually suintand eÆient, and there is no rule generated for the most frequent lass. Eval-uation of an entire ordered ruleset does not require eah rule to be tested, butproeeds from the top of the ruleset to the bottom until any rule evaluates totrue. The features used by eah rule an be omputed one by one as evaluationproeeds. An un-ordered ruleset, on the other hand, has at least one rule for eahlass and there are usually many rules for frequently ourring lasses. There isalso a default lass whih is used for predition when none of these rules aresatis�ed. Unlike ordered rulesets, all rules are evaluated during predition andall features used in the ruleset must be omputed before evaluation. Ties arebroken by using the most aurate rule. Un-ordered rulesets are less eÆient inexeution, but there are usually several rules of varying preision for the most



frequent lass, normal. Some of these normal rules are usually more auratethan the default rule for the equivalent ordered ruleset.With the advantages and disadvantages of ordered and un-ordered rulesetsin mind, we propose the following multiple ruleset approah:{ We �rst generate multiple training sets T1�4 using di�erent feature subsets.T1 uses only ost 1 features. T2 uses features of osts 1 and 5, and so forth,up to T4, whih uses all available features.{ Rulesets R1�4 are learned using their respetive training sets. R4 is learned asan ordered ruleset for its eÆieny, as it may ontain the most ostly features.R1�3 are learned as un-ordered rulesets, as they will ontain aurate rulesfor lassifying normal onnetions.{ A preision measurement pr1 is omputed for every rule, r, exept for therules in R4.{ A threshold value �i is obtained for every single lass, and determines thetolerable preision required in order for a lassi�ation to be made by anyruleset exept for R4.In real-time exeution, the feature omputation and rule evaluation proeedas follows:{ All ost 1 features used in R1 are omputed for the onnetion being exam-ined. R1 is then evaluated and a predition i is made.{ If pr > �i, the predition i will be �red. In this ase, no more features willbe omputed and the system will examine the next onnetion. Otherwise,additional features required by R2 are omputed and R2 will be evaluatedin the same manner as R1.{ Evaluation will ontinue with R3, followed by R4, until a predition is made.{ When R4 (an ordered ruleset) is reahed, it omputes features as neededwhile evaluation proeeds from the top of the ruleset to the bottom. Theevaluation of R4 does not require any �ring ondition and will always gen-erate a predition.The OpCost for a onnetion is the total omputational ost of all uniquefeatures used before a predition is made. If any level 3 features (of ost 100) areused at all, the ost is ounted only one sine all level 3 features are alulatedin one funtion all.This evaluation sheme is further motivation for our hoie of learning R1�3as un-ordered rulesets. If R1�3 were learned as ordered rulesets, a normal on-netion ould not be predited until R4 sine the default normal rules of theserulesets would be less aurate than the default rule of R4. OpCost is thus re-dued, resulting in greater system throughput, by only using low ost featuresto predit normal onnetions.The preision and threshold values an be obtained during model trainingfrom either the training set or a separate hold-out validation set. Threshold1 Preision desribes how aurate a predition is. Preision is de�ned as p = jP\W jjP j ,where P is the set of preditions with label i, and W is the set of all instanes withlabel i in the data set.



values are set to the preisions of R4 on that dataset. Preision of a rule an beobtained easily from the positive, p, and negative, n, ounts of a rule, pp+n . Thethreshold value will, on average, ensure that the preditions emitted by the �rstthree rulesets are not less aurate than using R4 as the only hypothesis.3.2 Reduing Consequential CostTheMetaCost algorithm, introdued by Domingos [3℄, has been applied to redueCCost. MetaCost re-labels the training set aording to the ost-matrix and de-ision boundaries of RIPPER. Instanes of intrusions withDCost(i) < RCost(i)or a low probability of being learned orretly will be re-labeled as normal.4 Experiments4.1 DesignOur experiments use data that were distributed by the 1998 DARPA evaluation,whih was onduted by MIT Linoln Lab. The data were gathered from amilitary network with a wide variety of intrusions injeted into the network overa period of 7 weeks. The data were then proessed into onnetion reords usingMADAM ID. The proessed reords are available from the UCI KDD repositoryas the 1999 KDD Cup Dataset [11℄. A 10% sample was taken whih maintainedthe same distribution of intrusions and normal onnetions as the original data.2 We used 80% of this sample as training data. For infrequent intrusions inthe training data, those onnetions were repeatedly injeted to prevent thelearning algorithm from negleting them as statistially insigni�ant and notgenerating rules for them. For overwhelmingly frequent intrusions, only 1 out of20 reords were inluded in the training data. This is an ad ho approah, butprodued a reasonable ruleset. The remaining 20% of our sample data were leftunaltered and used as test data for evaluation of learned models. Table 3 showsthe di�erent intrusions present in the data, the ategory within our taxonomythat eah belongs to, and their sampling rates in the training data.We used the training set to alulate the preision for eah rule and thethreshold value for eah lass label. We experimented with the use of a hold-outvalidation set to alulate preisions and thresholds. The results (not shown) aresimilar to those reported below.4.2 MeasurementsWe measure expeted operational and onsequential osts in our experiments.The expeted OpCost over all ourrenes of eah onnetion lass and the aver-age OpCost per onnetion over the entire test set are de�ned as P2Si OpCost()jSij2 The full dataset is around 743M. It is very diÆult to proess and learn over theomplete dataset in a reasonable amount of time with limited resoures given the fatthat RIPPER is memory-based and MetaCost must learn multiple bagging modelsto estimate probabilities.



Table 3. Intrusions, Categories and SamplingU2R R2L DOS PRBbu�er overow 1 ftp write 4 bak 1 ipsweep 1loadmodule 2 guess passwd 1 land 1 nmap 1multihop 6 imap 2 neptune 120 portsweep 1perl 6 phf 3 pod 1 satan 1rootkit 2 spy 8 smurf 120warezlient 1 teardrop 1warezmaster 1and P2S OpCost()jSj , respetively, where S is the entire test set, i is a onnetionlass, and Si represents all ourrenes of i in S. In all of our reported results,OpCost() is omputed as the sum of the feature omputation osts of all uniquefeatures used by all rules evaluated until a predition is made for onnetion .CCost is omputed as the umulative sum of the ost matrix entries, de�ned inTable 1, for all preditions made over the test set.4.3 ResultsIn all disussion of our results, inluding all tables, \RIPPER" is the single modellearned over the original dataset, \Multi-RIPPER" is the respetive multiplemodel, \MetaCost" is the single model learned using RIPPER with a MetaCostre-labeled dataset, and \Multi-MetaCost" is the respetive multiple model.As shown in Table 5, the average OpCost per onnetion of the single Meta-Cost model is 191, while the Multi-MetaCost model has an average OpCost of5.78. This is equivalent to the ost of omputing only a few level 1 features peronnetion and o�ers a redution of 97% from the single ruleset approah. Thesingle MetaCost model is 33 times more expensive. This means that in pratiewe an lassify most onnetions by examining the �rst three pakets of the on-netion at most 6 times. Additional omparison shows that the average OpCostof the Multi-RIPPER model is approximately half as muh as that of the singleRIPPER model. This signi�ant redution by Multi-MetaCost is due to the fatthat R1�3 aurately �lter normal onnetions (inluding low-ost intrusions re-labeled as normal), and a majority of onnetions in real network environmentsare normal. Our multiple model approah thus omputes more ostly featuresonly when they are needed to detet intrusions with DCost > RCost. Table 4lists the detailed average OpCost for eah onnetion lass. It is important tonote that the di�erene in OpCost between RIPPER and MetaCost models isexplainable by the fat that MetaCost models do not ontain (possibly ostly)rules to lassify intrusions with DCost < RCost.Our CCost measurements are shown in Table 6. As expeted, both MetaCostand Multi-MetaCost models yield a signi�ant redution in CCost over RIPPERand Multi-RIPPER models. These redutions are both approximately 30%. Theonsequential osts of the Multi-MetaCost and Multi-RIPPER models are alsoslightly lower than those of the single MetaCost and RIPPER models.



Table 4. Average OpCost per Connetion ClassMulti- Multi-IDS RIPPER RIPPER MetaCost MetaCostbak 223 143 191 1bu�er overow 172 125.8 175 91.6ftp write 172 113 146 71.25guess passwd 198.36 143 191 87imap 172 107.17 181 108.08ipsweep 222.98 100.17 191 1land 132 2 191 1loadmodule 155.33 104.78 168.78 87multihop 183.43 118.43 182.43 100.14neptune 223 100 191 1nmap 217 119.63 191 1normal 222.99 111.14 190.99 4.99perl 142 143 151 87phf 21 143 191 1pod 223 23 191 1portsweep 223 117.721 191 1rootkit 162 100.7 155 63.5satan 223 102.84 191 1smurf 223 143 191 1spy 131 100 191 46.5teardrop 223 23 191 1warezlient 223 140.72 191 86.98warezmaster 89.4 48.6 191 87Table 5. Average OpCost per ConnetionRIPPER Multi-RIPPER MetaCost Multi-MetaCostOpCost 222.73 110.64 190.93 5.78Table 6. CCost and Error RateRIPPER Multi-RIPPER MetaCost Multi-MetaCostCCost 42026 41850 29866 28026Error 0.0847% 0.1318% 8.24% 7.23%



Table 7. Preision and Reall for Eah Connetion ClassMulti- Multi-RIPPER RIPPER MetaCost MetaCostTP 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0bak p 1.0 1.0 na naTP 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.6bu�er overow p 1.0 1.0 0.67 0.75TP 1.0 0.88 0.25 0.25ftp write p 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0TP 0.91 0.91 0.0 0.0guess passwd p 1.0 1.0 na naTP 1.0 0.83 1.0 0.92imap p 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0TP 0.99 0.99 0.0 0.0ipsweep p 1.0 1.0 na naTP 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0land p 1.0 1.0 na naTP 1.0 1.0 0.44 0.67load module p 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0TP 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.86multihop p 0.88 0.88 0.88 1.0TP 1.0 1.0 na naneptune p 1.0 1.0 na naTP 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0nmap p 1.0 1.0 na naTP 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99normal p 0.99 0.99 0.92 0.93TP 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0perl p 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0TP 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0phf p 1.0 1.0 na naTP 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0pod p 0.98 0.98 na naTP 0.99 0.99 0.0 0.0portsweep p 1.0 1.0 na naTP 1.0 0.6 0.5 0.2rootkit p 0.77 1.0 0.83 1.0TP 1.0 0.98 0.0 0.0satan p 0.99 0.99 na naTP 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0smurf p 1.0 1.0 na naTP 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0spy p 1.0 1.0 na naTP 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0teardrop p 1.0 1.0 na naTP 0.99 0.99 0.0 0.9warezlient p 1.0 1.0 na 1.0TP 0.6 0.6 0.0 0.0warezmaster p 1.0 1.0 na naTable 8. Comparison with fs-RIPPERMulti- fs-RIPPERMetaCost MetaCost ! = .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0OpCost 5.78 191 151 171 191 181 181 161 161 171 171 171



The detailed preision and TP3 rates of all four models are shown in Table 7for di�erent onnetion lasses. The values for the single lassi�er and multiplelassi�er methods are very lose to eah other. This shows that the overagesof the multiple lassi�er methods are idential to those of the respetive singlelassi�er methods. It is interesting to point out that MetaCost fails to detetwarezlient, but Multi-MetaCost is highly aurate. The reason is that R4 om-pletely ignores all ourrenes of warezlient and lassi�es them as normal.The error rates of all four models are also shown in Table 6. The error ratesof MetaCost and Multi-MetaCost are muh higher than those of RIPPER andMulti-RIPPER. This is beause many intrusions with DCost < RCost are re-labeled as normal by the MetaCost proedure. Multi-RIPPERmislassi�ed suhintrusions more often than RIPPER, whih results in its slightly lower CCostand slightly higher error rate. Multi-MetaCost lassi�es more intrusions orretly(warezlient, for example) and has a lower CCost and error rate than MetaCost.4.4 Comparison with fs-RIPPERIn previous work, we introdued a feature ost-sensitive method, \fs-RIPPER",to redue OpCost [8, 9℄. This method favors less ostly features when onstrut-ing a ruleset. Cost sensitivity is ontrolled by the variable ! 2 [0; 1℄ and sensi-tivity inreases with the value of !. We generated a single ordered ruleset usingdi�erent values of ! with fs-RIPPER. In Table 8, we ompare the average Op-Cost over the entire test set for the proposed multiple lassi�er method with thatof fs-RIPPER. We see that fs-RIPPER redues the operational ost by approx-imately 10%, whereas Multi-MetaCost redues this value by approximately 97%.The expeted ost of Multi-MetaCost is approximately 30 times lower than thatof fs-RIPPER, RIPPER, and MetaCost. This di�erene is signi�ant.5 Related WorkMuh researh has been done in ost-sensitive learning, as indiated by Tur-ney's online bibliography [13℄. Within the subset of this researh whih fouseson multiple models, Chan and Stolfo proposed a meta-learning approah to re-due onsequential ost in redit ard fraud detetion [1℄. MetaCost is anotherapproah whih uses bagging to estimate probabilities. Fan et al. proposed avariant of AdaBoost for mislassi�ation ost-sensitive learning [4℄. Within re-searh on feature-ost-sensitive learning, Lavra et al. applied a hybrid genetialgorithm e�etive for feature elimination [6℄.Credit ard fraud detetion, ellular phone fraud detetion and medial diag-nosis are related to intrusion detetion beause they deal with deteting abnor-mal behavior, are motivated by ost-saving, and thus use ost-sensitive modeling3 Unlike preision, TP rate desribes the fration of ourrenes of a onnetion lassthat were orretly labeled. Using the same notation as in the de�nition of preision,TP = P\WW .



tehniques. Our multiple model approah is not limited to IDSs and is appliablein these domains as well.In our study, we hose to use an indutive rule learner, RIPPER. However,the multiple model approah is not restrited to this learning method and anbe applied to any algorithm that outputs a preision along with its predition.6 Conlusion and Future WorkOur results using a multiple model approah on o�-line network traÆ analy-sis show signi�ant improvements in both operational ost (a redution of 97%over a single monolithi model) and onsequential osts (a redution of 30% overauray-based model). The operational ost of our proposed multiple model ap-proah is signi�antly lower than that of our previously proposed fs-RIPPERapproah. However, it is desirable to implement this multiple model approah ina real-time IDS to get a pratial measure of its performane. Sine the averageoperational ost is lose to omputing at most 6 level 1 features, we expet eÆ-ient real-time performane. The moral of the story is that omputing a numberof speialized models that are aurate and ost-e�etive for partiular sublassesis demonstrably better than building one monolithi ID model.6.1 Future WorkIt was noted in Setion 2.2 that we only onsider the ase where a preditionmade by a given model will always result in an ation being taken. We haveperformed initial investigation into the utility of using an additional deisionmodule to determine whether ation is neessary based upon whether DCost >RCost for the predited intrusion. Suh a method would allow for ustomizableost matries to be used, but may result in higher OpCost, as the learned modelwould make ost-insensitive preditions.In o�-line experiments, rulesets are evaluated using formatted onnetionreords suh that rulesets are evaluated after all onnetions have terminated.In real-time exeution of ID models, a major onsideration is to evaluate rulesetsas soon as possible for timely detetion and response. In other words, we need tominimize the detetion delay. To ahieve this, we an �rst translate eah of therulesets produed by our multiple model approah, eah using di�erent levelsof features, into multiple modules of a real-time IDS. Sine features of di�erentlevels are available and omputed at di�erent stages of a onnetion, we anevaluate our multiple models in the following manner: as the �rst pakets arrive,level 1 features are omputed and R1 rules are evaluated; if a rule evaluates totrue and that rule has suÆient preision, then no other heking for the on-netion is done. Otherwise, as the onnetion proeeds, either on a per-paketbasis or multi-paket basis, level 2 features are omputed and R2 rules are eval-uated. This proess will ontinue through the evaluation of R4 until a preditionis made. Our urrent single model approah omputes features and evaluatesrulesets at the end of a onnetion. It is thus apparent that this multiple model



approah will signi�antly redue the detetion delay assoiated with the singlemodel approah. However, it remains to be seen whether additional operationalost will be inurred beause we must trigger the omputation of various featuresat di�erent points throughout a onnetion. We plan to experiment in the real-time evaluation of our multiple model approah using both NFR and Bro [12℄,two network monitoring tools used for real-time intrusion detetion.Referenes1. P. Chan and S. Stolfo. Towards salable learning with non-uniform lass andost distribution: A ase study in redit ard fraud detetion. In Proeedings ofthe Fourth International Conferene on Knowledge Disovery and Data Mining(KDD-98), August 1999.2. W. W. Cohen. Fast e�etive rule indution. In Proeedings of the Twelfth Inter-national Conferene on Mahine Learning, pages 115{123, Lake Taho, CA, 1995.Morgan Kaufmann.3. P. Domingos. MetaCost: A general method for making lassi�ers ost-sensitive.In Pro. of the Fifth ACM SIGKDD Int'l. Conf. on Knowledge Disovery & DataMining, pages 155{164, San Diego, CA, 1999. ACM.4. W. Fan, S. Stolfo, J. X. Zhang, and P. K. Chan. Adaost: mislassi�ation ost-sensitive learning. In Proeedings of the Sixteenth International Conferene onMahine Learning, pages 97{105, Bled, Slovenia, 1999. Morgan Kaufmann.5. V. Jaobson, C. Leres, and S. MCanne. tpdump. available via anonymous ftp toftp.ee.lbl.gov, June 1989.6. N. Lavra, D. Gamberger, and P. Turney. Cost-sensitive feature redution appliedto a hybrid geneti algorithm. In Proeedings of the Seventh International Work-shop on Algorithmi Learning Theory, pages 127{134, Sydney, Australia, 1996.7. W. Lee. A Data Mining Framework for Construting Features and Models forIntrusion Detetion Systems. PhD thesis, Columbia University, June 1999.8. W. Lee, M. Miller, and S. Stolfo et al. Toward ost-sensitive modeling for in-trusion detetion. Tehnial Report CUCS-002-00, Computer Siene, ColumbiaUniversity, 2000.9. M. Miller. Learning ost-senstitive lassi�ation rules for network intrusion dete-tion using ripper. Tehnial Report CUCS-035-99, Computer Siene Department,Columbia University, Deember 1999.10. Network Flight Reorder In. Network ight reorder. http://www.nfr.om/, 1997.11. University of California at Irvine. UCI KDD arhive. http://kdd.is.ui.edu/.12. V. Paxson. Bro: A system for deteting network intruders in real-time. In Pro.of the Seventh USENIX Seurity Symposium, San Antonion, TX, 1998.13. P. Turney. Cost-sensitive learning bibliographies.http://ai.iit.nr.a/bibiographies/ost-sensitive.html.


